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Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest
1. A. events
2. A. trained

B. spirit
B. proved

C. Asian
C. impressed

D. silver
D. performed

Circle the word which has a different stress pattern from that of the others
3. A. stimulate
4. A. spirit

B. sharpener
B. impress

C. festival
C. event

D. disaster
D. perform

Choose the best answer to complete each sentence.
5. There was a hold-up on the road because a bridge had been_
away by the flood.
A. washed
B. flowed
C. blown
D. destroyed
6. He
_his life to helping the poor.
A. spent
B. experienced
C. dedicated
D. used
7. A: “
?” – B: “Yes. I want to send some flowers to my wife in Italy”
A. Do you like flowers
B. What do you like
C. Can you help me D. Can I help you.
nd
8. The 22 SEA Games consisted of athletes from eleven
_ countries.
A. participate
B. participant
C. participation
D. participating
9.
_ you study for these exams,
_ you will do.
A. The harder / the better
B. The more / the much
C. The hardest / the best
D. The more hard / the more good,
10. A: Is Monday possible for you? – B: ………………………… .
A. I hope so,too
B. Yes, that’s fine
C. Thank you
D. I really enjoy meeting you
11. __ is the activity of doing special exercises regularly in order to make your muscles grow bigger.
A. Wrestling
B. Bodybuilding
C. Weightlifting
D. Badminton
12. Do you want to stop in this town, or shall we __
_?
A. turn on
B. turn off
C. go on
D. look after
13. “ Have you ever met the girl over there?” – “ No. ……………………?”
A. I don’t
B. I have
C Why not
D. Who is she
14. Gertrude takes
_her mother; she has blue eyes and fair hair,too.
A. in
B. up
C. after
D. down
15. They _
serving meals by the time we get to the restaurant.
A. will stop
B. had stopped
C. are stopping
D. will have stopped
16. If I
you were sick, I would have come to visit you sooner.
A. had known
B. hadn’t known
C. would have known
D. know
17. The children slept well, despite _
_.
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A. it was noisy
B. the noise
C. of the noise
18. He got a new alarm clock
he'd get up on time.
A. although
B. so that
C. since
19. They are _
young
_ drive the car.
A. so / that
B. too / to
C. enough / to

D. noisy
D. so
D. not only / but also

20. My mother _
_ this picture for a week and she _
_ it.
A. has painted / doesn’t finish
B. has painted / hasn’t finished
C. painted / didn’t finish
D. painted / hasn’t finished
21. ………………to the station when I saw you this morning?
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A. Have you gone
B. Were you going
C. Have you been going
D. Are you going
22. Do you remember Mr. Darnell, _
taught us English Literature ?
A. who
B. whom
C. that
D. which
23. Mary is very fond _
animals. She has three cats and two dogs.
A. about
B. since
C. of
D. between
24. I fell in
love with him because of his kind nature.
A. a
B. the
C. X
D. an

Choose the correct sentence which has the same meaning as the given one.
25. My father hasn’t smoked cigarettes for a month.
A. It’s a month since my father last smoked cigarettes.
B. It’s a month ago that my father smoked cigarettes.
C. It’s a month that my father hasn’t smoked cigarettes.
D. It’s a cigarette that my father smoked a month ago
26. always/ give/ his/ him/ smoking/ friends/ ask/./
A. His friends always ask him to give up smoking.
B. His friends ask always him to give up smoking.
C. His friends always ask to him give up smoking
D. His friends always ask to him give smoking up
27. He is not old enough to do the volunteer work.
A. He is too young to do the volunteer work.
B. He is so old that he can't do the volunteer work.
C. He is so young to do the volunteer work.
D. His old age prevents him from doing the volunteer work.
28. She locked the door --------------.
A. so that to go to bed
B. in order to be disturbed
C. to enter the house
D. in order not to be disturbed.

Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.
29. Mr Smiths is going to buy a new Japanese car, doesn’t it?
A
B
C
D
30. Hardly he had entered the office when he realized that he had forgotten his wallet
A
B
C
D
31. As soon as I will graduate, I’m go ing to return to my country.
A
B
C
D
32. Every student who majors in English are ready to participate in the oratorical contest.
A
B
C
D

Read the passage and choose the best answer for each blank.
Preparation is a key to a successful interview. Does the idea make you feel a little (33)_
?
Many people find that it is the hardest part of the employing process. But it is not really true. The more
you prepare and practice , the more comfortable you will feel.You should find out as much as
(34)
about the company before you go to the interview. Understand the products that they
produce and the services that they provide . It is also good to know who the customers are and who the
major (35)_
are. Practice makes perfect. It will also make you feel more confident and relaxed
. So , practice your answers to common questions . Make a list of questions to ask , too. Almost all
interviewers will ask if you have quest ions. This is a great opportunity for you to show keenness,
(36)
_and knowledge .
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33.A
.
34. A. possible
worr 35 . A. counterparts
y
36. A. enthusiasm
B.
nerv
ous
C.
frigh
tenin
g
D.
conf
used

B. impossible
B. clerks
B. qualifications

C. long
C. acquaintances
C. desire

D. well
D. competitors
D. opportunity
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Read the following passage and choose the best answer for each question.
Throughout the United States, the number of places where people are allowed to smoke has
gradually become smaller and smaller. First, it was banned on trains, buses and planes, then in public
places such as theatres and airports. Now you can’t smoke in any workplace. Nonsmokers are definitely
winning the battle. “ Why should we breathe their smoke ?”, they say.
If they are lucky, smokers can still find some bars and restaurants where they can light up a
cigarette, but it may soon be banned there , too. Anti-smoking groups even think that smoking ought to be
banned in people’s homes.
Under new plans you won’t be able to smoke where there are more than ten visitors in a week, or
where there are children. In 1996, nicotine was classed as drug, like cocaine or heroin. In the country that
gave tobacco to the world, smoking might one day be illegal.
37. “ Why should we breathe their smoke?” The word “their” in this sentence means:
A. smokers’
B. other people’s
C. nonsmokers’
D. visitors’
38. Which of the following sentences is true according to the passage?
A. The number of smokers has become smaller
B. You can smoke in some bars and restaurants
C. You can smoke in your office
D. There are more places for people who want to smoke
39. “ Nonsmokers are winning the battle” means:
A. There are more nonsmokers.
B. There are more smokers
C. There are fewer places where people can smoke
D. There are more places where people can smoke.
40. In the future, smoking in _
_ may soon be banned.
A. bars and restaurants.
B. the country that gave tobacco to the world.
C. large family’s homes
D. all of these places.

…..The end…..
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